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Abstract

Nowadays, organisations tend to do more business online by enabling their business processes to interact with customers, suppliers, etc., via different online channels. On the other hand, their core business processes, such as production, engineering, etc., may still stay inside the organisation. As a consequence, this makes an organisation rely on the collaboration between these two types of business processes to conduct its business, and this collaboration brings issues like multiple instance correlation, process view, and process evolution, to the business process management (BPM) of the organisation. This paper reports our research in progress on these issues. It firstly identifies the requirements to fully support such collaboration, and then presents a framework to illustrate how the collaboration can be facilitated using latest BPM technologies. This framework provides a reference architecture to incorporating online interfacing and internal core business processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the advancement of internet technologies, online operations have become more popular and embedded within our normal day-to-day activities. In developed countries, more and more people are interacting and living in a digitally enhanced world, as they increasingly work, shop, play and learn online. To accommodate these trends, many companies and government agencies are making their services available online using web-based portals, smart phone apps, and other facilities (Haines 2013). Despite these changes, most of the core business processes of these organisations still run internally without many online operations. These core business processes rely on many manual or non-automatic activities to realise their business functions, and therefore are not useful for responding instantly to customer requests.

In the current digital era, how to smoothly connect online interfacing business processes and internal core business processes becomes an issue for most organisations with legacy practices. However, linking and further automating these different processes is expected to enhance business efficiency and accelerate service delivery speed with minimal influence to the original cluster of business processes (Kobayashi, Tamaki, and Komoda 2003.). It is also expected that the overall success of this linking of processes will be contingent on the effective and efficient alignment of the different types of business processes that are brought together.

Background

Online interfacing business processes are increasingly popular as more organisations start to create online portals and handle transactions online. However, this effort tends to stop before addressing the challenges and smoothly incorporating online interfacing and internal core business processes, in spite that the efficiency of such incorporation significantly influences the success of the transformation towards online business (The Times 100 2013). A primitive attempt to this topic is that Wu et al. (2009) have discussed a process of implementing online and physical business processes from the perspective of strategy integration, where the necessity of seamless process incorporation has been highlighted for the first time.

On the side of infrastructural support to such process integration and process collaboration, a business process engine plays an important role, as it is the main system component in charge of initiating business processes, navigating the process instances to flow, etc. Such business process engines have
become a pivotal part of business process management systems since 80s. At that time they were designed to support traditional internal core business processes with classical transaction support. Later on when model-view-controller (MVC) and other similar design architectures emerged out, user interfaces are separated from a business process engine to enable a business process to interact with users through diverse and changeable interfaces (Weske 2007). As business complexity and diversity increases, business process engines are on demand to support features like supporting complex cardinality of collaborating business processes, run time evolution of business processes, privacy control during collaboration, etc., to enable process collaboration. (Liu, Li and Zhao 2009)

Aims and Organisation

The research in progress reported in this paper aims to fill this gap in knowledge regarding the incorporation of online interfacing and internal core business processes. It does so by examining the deployment of business process management in a typical online-frontend and offline-backend business environment. This paper firstly looks into the differences between online interfacing and internal core business processes, and then discusses the challenges involved when connecting these two types of business processes, and then analyses the potential facilitating methods. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 illustrates how online business processes serve customers, and summarises key characteristics of online business processes; Section 3 addresses the challenges of connecting online interfacing and internal core business processes and discusses possible supporting methods; Section 4 presents a preliminary framework for incorporating these two types of business processes; and finally the conclusion is given in Section 5 along with a discussion of our future work.

2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

A large local florist company struggled to increase its sales, as demand locally is flat. A consulting company suggested the florist company extend its distribution channel to online sales. Therefore, the florist company subsequently initiated an online sales portal, which enabled individual customers to place orders through the internet. The online portal is directly connected to the company’s customer relationship management (CRM) system and workflow engine system. Thus, the online sales system can access a customer’s previous historical CRM data and the created sales process instances can collaborate with backend production process instances. This shows a typical transformation case towards online sales.

Now, through the newly established sales portal, many individual customers can browse the products on sale, start a customer purchasing transaction, and trace the shipping status of their order. A young university student, Danny, finds the sales site and feels it is worth a try when he surfs the internet on his personal computer. As the mother’s day is coming, he decides to order a bunch of carnations for his mother. On the sales portal, Danny checks the specifications, pictures and customer reviews of various types of carnations and decorations, and finally decides a specific type to purchase. Danny selects the proper flowers and accessories, and puts them into an online shopping cart, and inputs his delivery address, while the system returns the total amount to pay. When Danny attempts to finalise the transaction by entering the payment details, he suddenly realises his credit card is left at his locker in the university gym. Danny then goes to campus to get his credit card. While on campus, Danny continues the uncommitted transaction on his tablet. After submitting the order, Danny receives order confirmation and acknowledgement that any updates to the shipping progress can be viewed from the sales portal or sent directly to Danny’s mobile phone.

The florist company receives hundreds of orders every day from individual customers just like Danny. With the support of a backend workflow engine, when each customer starts placing an order on the portal, a particular sales process instance is created to interact with the customer by recommending available products, maintaining the online shopping cart, finalising order submission, calculating amount of payment, etc. With the knowledge of previous customer transactions and behaviours obtained by the CRM system, each sales process instance is customised to better serve customers. For example, the sales process for a VIP customer include such activities as displaying exclusive offers, scheduling urgent delivery, etc. In contrast, the sales processes for general customers focus more on credit checking related activities. Thus, at any given moment there are often multiple sales process instances running, each one slightly different from each other.

In regard to flower processing, the company continues to use its well established flower handling process, which includes flower picking, cutting, decorating and packing. Different from the online sales process, this flower handling process does not operate online and involves many manual steps to run. The received orders are batched first before being sent to the flower handling process to capture
economies of scale. Consequently, one flower handling process instance makes the flowers for multiple sales process instances.

This example shows how an online sales process serves customers and collaborates with an internal flower handling process, where the former is more informational and latter is more physical. Though some hybrid business processes may own the features of both types, these two types represent most typical business processes of a company transforming to turn business online. Table 1 compares these two types of business processes in terms of orientation, lifecycle, etc.

Table 1. Comparison between interfacing business processes and internal core business processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Online interfacing business processes</th>
<th>Internal core business processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>External party oriented</td>
<td>Internal operation oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Weight”</td>
<td>Relatively lightweight, highly computerised</td>
<td>Relatively heavyweight, often involve more manual efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifecycle</td>
<td>Relatively short as such processes are initiated in a one-per-customer manner</td>
<td>Relatively long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>Dynamic and flexible (via web, smart phone, tablets, etc.)</td>
<td>Relatively static and fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of instances</td>
<td>Often large</td>
<td>Relatively small</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These different features result in some mismatches between the emerging online business processes and the traditional business process management systems mainly designed for internal core business processes. To well support the collaboration between these two types of business processes, special improvements are on demand to enhance current business process systems.

3. ISSUES ON CONNECTING ONLINE INTERFACING AND INTERNAL CORE BUSINESS PROCESSES

According to the identified differences between online interfacing and internal core business processes, this section continues to investigate how these differences challenge current business process management, as well as the potential management methods and technical support required for deployment.

3.1 Collaboration among Multiple Instances

In our case, an instance of a core business process may interact with multiple instances of an online business process. The collaboration between online business processes and core internal core business processes follows a many-to-one cardinality instead of the basic one-to-one relationship. For example, many individual customers may place orders online, and the orders from these sales process instances are handled by a single flower handling process instance. Further, this flower handling process instance may source materials from several suppliers using a number of procurement process instances, one for each supplier. Therefore, this collaboration involves multiple process instances, and the correlation among these process instances evolves as the collaboration proceeds. Yet, most current process modelling languages and business process management systems only support the one-to-one relationship (Zhao, et al. 2009). For example, WS-BPEL (Business Process Execution Language for Web Services) adopted special correlation sets to specify the correlations among collaborative process instances (OASIS WS-BPEL Technical Committee 2007). A correlation set specifies some common identifiable information, such as order number, consignment number, etc., and use them to determine the correlation between running process instances. Yet, as a pragmatic solution, a correlation set cannot guarantee the included instances completely and sufficiently describe the correlation. Discussion on other languages and systems are given in Section 5.

Such collaboration requires complex messaging and coordination support.

- Message multicasting. In the collaboration involving multiple process instances, the messaging relations between these processes may include one to many, many to one, and many to many, in addition to one to one.
- Correlation description. One collaboration involves multiple process instances, and one process instance may be involved in multiple collaborations, e.g., a product design process instance is part of the marketing collaboration and also part of the production collaboration.
Therefore, it is important to clearly describe such relationship among processes, instances, and collaborations.

- Dynamic correlation tracing. The correlation is not static, since process instances can join or leave the collaboration at run time as the collaboration proceeds. The correlation is therefore not possible to be specified at build time.

The support to multi-instance collaboration is highly coupled with a business process engine. The engine needs to be enabled to multicast messages to correlated instances and navigate the collaboration according to correlation knowledge. The support to process engine will be addressed in next section.

### 3.2 Co-existence of Multiple Process Versions

Massive customer-oriented online business processes can generate vast amounts of data on customer purchase behaviour and product preferences. From the perspective of process customisation, this data can be utilised to discover customer preference, product popularity, etc., and in turn such intelligence can help adapt the corresponding business processes to better serve the targeted customers. As an online business process interacts is fully customer-oriented, this customisation results in that a base online business process may evolve into many parallel versions with corresponding variants according to the individual needs, preferences or behaviours of different customers. Therefore, this requires comprehensive process version management, in addition to conventional business intelligence support.

In the example discussed in Section 2, an instance of flower handling process may receive orders from 50 sales process instances which serve 50 individual customers, respectively. Suppose, among these 50 sales process instances, ten are of the version for VIP customers; 30 are of the version for general repeated customers; and the other 10 are of the version for first time customers. In addition, this flower handling process instance may interact with several procurement process instances to source flowers and accessories from different suppliers. Thus, this collaboration involves multiple process instances of multiple versions. The business process management system needs to maintain the collaborating process instances, and manage the different versions of these processes and the version changes that have been made. These characteristics call for the following support for better business process management:

- Versions representing process evolution. This relates to the design of a versioning method to represent different process adaptations as well as the dependencies between version instantiations. Also, how to represent process evolution in terms of process structures, process data and involved roles.
- Run time process migration. When version shift occurs, all running instances of the original process version should be updated to the new one. This will lead to process migration between versions.
- Incorporation with support to multiple instances. The process collaboration is a multiple-version-multiple-instance scenario. The version support should be well coupled with multiple instance management.

Version management plays an important role in handling process changes, where process variation is a typical feature of online business processes. Owing to the customisation to massive individual customers, the number of possible process variants is often large. Rather than maintaining all customised processes, the base process and all applicable process variants should be stored in a more efficient way. The next section will cover this topic as well as other aforementioned ones.

### 3.3 Flexible Process Representation

As a typical method of separating process presentation from process execution, process view technology can be applied to online business processes, particularly for process tracking purpose.

A typical example is that an online customer may check the shipping progress after placing an order. This function relies on the status tracking of a running process instance. Process tracking is also very useful in the service outsourcing context, such as staff recruitment. For example, a potential applicant may check the progress of the involved position advertising process, interview process, and finalisation process. This example requires comprehensive tracking over multiple processes. Further, this tracking capability will be subject to information privacy and security constraints. The trackable part of a business process is determined by the relationship between the host company and the tracker. Therefore, owing to the various relationships, a business process can be perceived differently by
different trackers. This requires flexible representation of business processes to process users (trackers).

Such flexible process representation relies on well customisable and rigorous process transformation. The representation transformation should meet the 4C requirements, i.e., the transformed view of a process should preserve **consistent** structural information with the original process, with the transformed view he customer can still **communicate** and **collaborate** with the host organisation, and the transformed view should **comply** with the same set of rules/regulation applied in the organisation.

To realise such 4C complaint view transformation, the following support is on demand.

- **View transformation.** A process view shows a part of the base business process. The view extraction/transformation should reflect the process perception of a given role, and this relies on precise descriptions of process perception and its influence to the visible process view.
- **Structural consistency.** The view transformation certainly will change the process structure. During the transformation, the transformed view should be kept consistent with the original one in terms of task execution order, control flow dependency, etc.
- **Compliance to organisational environment.** During process view transformation, the transformed view should be ensured to fit into the organisational environment in terms of role/resource assignment, work item/list mapping, business policy, etc.

Process view support is highly related to worklist handler, which is in charge of updating task lists and other related process information to process users for execution and monitoring/tracking purposes, respectively. With the process view support, such process information can be customised to adapt to different process perceptions of different users. The incorporation of process view support into a business process management framework is to be covered in next section.

### 4. FRAMEWORK TO FACILITATE THE CONNECTION OF ONLINE INTERFACING AND INTERNAL CORE BUSINESS PROCESSES

Last section has identified some issues to adequately supporting the collaboration between online interfacing and internal core business processes. According to these issues, a framework is introduced to present a preliminary solution to the incorporation of these two types of business processes. This framework is based on some of our previous work relevant to this topic.

![Figure 1. Architecture of incorporating online interfacing and internal core business processes.](image)

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of our proposed business process management scheme, where online business processes can interact with external users, e.g., customers via different channels, and core internal business processes stay inside of the company. A new version management layer is in charge of the version creation and evolution of all business processes, and a view management layer is in charge of transforming the views of business processes according to given perception constraints. Between the online interfacing and internal core business processes an instance mapping layer coordinates the collaboration between different instances of these two type business processes. Figure 2 depicts the architecture of the proposed framework in more technical detail.

As shown in Figure 2, **instance mapping management** module uses a **correlation database** to maintain the dynamic correlations between instances of online interfacing and internal core business processes. Correlations are recorded in the format of correspondences between one running process instance and a set of process instances correlated to the former. In this way, a many-to-many relationship is decomposed into combinations of one-to-many relationships. **Correlation tracer** monitors emerging...
correlations, e.g., when an online ordering process instance passes an order to an internal production process instance these two instances are correlated. Correlation tracer is in charge of recording such correlations, and also reports instance correlations to the engine to navigate process collaboration.

Figure 2. Architecture of enhanced business process management system

View management module works with process pools and worklist and work item handler. Based on role hierarchy information and perception constraints defined for different roles, view generator can create proper views for the business processes in pools. These process views will be passed to the worklist and work item handler to represent the pictures of involved processes perceivable to specific users.

Version management module contains an evolution recorder, which records any occurred process changes to process variant database and assigns a proper version number to version database. Based on the information stored in these databases, process assembler can derive out an evolved business process (specified by a given version number) from the base business process obtained from process pools. This derived business process can be fed into the engine to be initiated for execution. Because the evolution of online business processes is often customer-oriented, the number of evolutions could be very large, compared to the relatively static base business processes in the pool. The separation of base and evolved business processes can effectively keep the process space concise and support the diversity of evolution.

The operation of this enhanced business process management system relies on the following mechanisms;

1. Run-time instance correlation tracing and maintaining. Tracing the instance correlation changes at run time, store and relate them to participated collaborations.
2. Version designation. This designation should map process version numbers to process changes in form of process variants.
(3) Process assembling. For a given process version number, assemble a business process from a
base business process by applying all related process variants.
(4) Perception description in business process context. Representing the process perception of a
role, and the perception dependency according to the role hierarchy.
(5) View transformation. Create process views according to the given perception constraints and
structural consistency rules.

The development of these mechanisms will build on our previous work in related areas. For point (1),
our previous work (Zhao and Liu 2010) has touched the cardinality issue in multiple-instance
collaboration. A Petri-net based model has been proposed to represent the build-time process
cardinality. This model deploys a special data structure and tracing mechanisms to capture the
changing instance correlations at run time. In regard to point (2) and (3), a process versioning method
has been proposed in our work (Zhao and Liu 2013) to map version numbers to parallel alternative
evolutions and permanent evolutions. Process evolutions are thereby recorded in both version space
and schema space. A version preserving graph reserves all process variants in a special graph, and can
support process extraction for a given version number. For point (4) and (5), our previous collaboration
projects with SAP Research (Zhao et al. 2011) have tackled process perception and process view
definition, and developed the preliminary process view transformation operations using classical
process change patterns.

Based on this foundation, our framework will focus on incorporating the existing works together,
particularly on facilitating the process collaboration in such a multiple instance and multiple versions
environment. In addition, more contents will be added to the rule set for restricting process view
transformation in terms of compliance to organisational context.

5. RELATED WORK

According to a recent report by Gartner Research (2013), the market value in 2011 for business process
management technologies was $2.4 billion with a projected 9.65% growth rate up to 2016. A large
drive to this growth is the boost to business efficiency and output. In the background that online
activities further blended in our everyday life, the connection between online interfacing business
processes and internal core business processes has emerged out as a key topic to business process
management. Though the topics is relatively new, some initial research efforts have been put in the
supporting technologies, such as multiple instance collaboration, process views and process version
management.

Multiple instance collaboration

Multiple instances have been conceptually discussed in work on workflow patterns and service
interaction patterns. van der Aalst, ter Hofstede, Kiepuszewski, and Barros (2003) deployed coloured
Petri nets to represent six categories of workflow patterns. Especially for "Patterns involving Multiple
Instances", particular mechanisms were proposed to track instance identities and synchronise them with
high level Petri net model. Instead of multiple instances of a workflow process, these patterns handle
the multiple instances of a sub process belonging to a workflow process. Multiple workflow
instantiation was discussed by Dumas and ter Hofstede (2001). The concept of multiple instances
mainly denotes the multiple execution of one workflow activity, and therefore the proposed
synchronisation techniques are for parallel activity instances, such as N-out-of-M join. Mulyar, Aldred,
and van der Aalst (2007) investigated the message multicasting patterns in service interactions. Their
research took into account the factors of message queuing, sorting and indexing, possibilities of non-
responding parties and missing replies, etc. Nevertheless, most of above research focus on interaction
patterns, and sidestep the instance correspondence issue in collaborative business processes.

In BizAgi BPM suite (BizAgi 2009), a database table relationship diagram was adopted to represent the
cardinality between attributes of different entities. This diagram largely focuses on the entities
involved in processes, like clients and applied loans, a client’s city and country information, etc., rather
than processes themselves. Consequently, this diagram only indirectly represents the cardinality
between business processes, and it is short of run-time correlation support. Based on the limited
published documents, other commercial BPM softwares, such as IBM WebSphere (IBM), Tibco
(TIBCO), etc., seem to adopt a pragmatic method, i.e., recording run-time instance correspondences in
a backend database table. Yet, this simple recording mechanism lacks analysis capability, and
therefore, few of these BPM softwares support build-time correspondence simulation or verification.
WS-BPEL (OASIS WSBPEL Technical Committee, 2007) used a set of explicit identifiers, a.k.a., correlation sets, to correlate process instances by checking if the identifiers of these instances have the same value. Some commercial BPEL engines, such as SAP NetWeaver Process Integration (SAP) and IBM WebSphere Process Server (IBM 2005) realise this correlation by attaching extra identifiers, like message ID, message source and target, etc. Nevertheless, WS-BPEL defines a business process from the perspective of a pivot organisation, and therefore it only represents the interactions between the pivot organisation and its neighbouring organisations. This feature limits its application to the collaboration involving non-neighbouring organisations. In work AO4BPEL, Charfi and Mezini adopted aspect-oriented programming paradigm into Web service composition by extending WS-BPEL (Charfi and Mezini 2007). Though their work mainly focuses on crosscutting dynamic changes, the proposed weaving mechanism covers the mapping and delivery of requested aspects to proper BPEL instances. This mechanism however relies on pre-defined join points and does not address the correspondence between BPEL instances.

Process views

The “visibility line” of business has been first discussed in 80’s from the pure business perspective (Shostack 1984). With the prevalence of process-oriented management, the incorporation of process views into business process management becomes an inevitable trend. Schulz and Orlowska (2004) focused on the cross-organisational interactions, and proposed to deploy coalition workflows to compose private workflows and workflow views together to enable interoperability. Chiu et al. (2004) followed up by proposing a framework to inspire a distribute execution environment. In their approach, the generation of “virtual activities” (compound tasks) need to follow their proposed membership rule, atomicity rule, and order preservation rule. Eshuis and Grefen (2008) formalised the operations of task aggregation and process customisation, and also proposed a series of construction rules for validating the structural consistency. Most of these researches concentrated on process view filtering only, but not view merging. Ploesser et al. (2008) have investigated the techniques for consolidating and merging processes from the perspective of process change and version management. With this perspective, their work focuses on how to merge the changes made by different process users to the same business process, rather than dynamically generating/updating process perceptions according to interactions among process users.

Process evolution and version management

Process evolution has been addressed in work around flexible/adaptive business processes. Hamadi and Benatallah (Hamadi and Benatallah 2004) proposed a self-adaptive recovery net (SARN) to support workflow adaptability during unexpected failures. In Sadiq et al.’s work on flexible workflows (Sadiq et al. 2005), concept “pockets of flexibility” was proposed to allow ad hoc changes and/or building of workflows. With a focus on organisational factors, BPM group at QUT has extended event-driven process chain (EPC) to represent a range of variations in terms of roles and objects that are associated to tasks (La Rosa et al. 2011). Yet these researches largely concentrate on reference models for process changes, but lacks operational support for process configuration and composition.

As a key tool for process evolution management, version control has recently caught increasing attention. Lee, D. et al. have proposed a timestamp based approach, which assigns process versions with creation time of process version (Lee et al. 2008; Rosado et al. 2006). As the time sequence cannot be overlapped, this approach fails to represent concurrent versions. Kradolfer and Geppert (1999) presented a framework for dynamic workflow/process schema evolution based on workflow type versioning and workflow migration. Version trees were proposed to represent workflow schema evolutions, and to keep track of the resulting history. Nevertheless, the version management is still limited. Typically, to re-assign a previous version to a running workflow instance, this method has to perform a series of inverse modification operations along the version tree to achieve that version.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Aiming to facilitate the incorporation of online interfacing and internal core business processes, this paper has looked into the characteristics of these two types of business processes, as well as the collaboration between them. Three major challenges have been identified, viz, flexible process representation, collaboration among multiple instances, and dynamic process evolution. According to these challenges, a framework has been presented to provide a reference architecture for facilitating the collaboration between online interfacing and internal core business processes.

The presented work reports the current status of our research, and the planned future work includes further defining the framework, developing mechanisms for regulating process view transformation in terms of compliance to organisational context, and prototype implementation.
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